THE  ROMAN  EMPIRE
were subject to the whim of their master, who might have them
flogged, imprisoned, branded with red-hot irons, or even put to
death. We have no information as to the proportion of slaves to
the free-born population of Gaul.
5 R 0 M A N   CIVILIZATION
Roman domination produced a change in the language of Gaul,
Latin, as spoken by the Romans, was the only official language
used in public business, the only written language used in books,
and the language in which trade with other parts of the Empire
was carried on. It soon became the speech of the upper classes,
the only tongue spoken in rich families and cities. It ended by
becoming the language of the people as a whole, and this popular
Latin, which differed considerably from the literary Latin used
by the Latin authors, developed by a long process of evolution
into the Roman language of the Middle Ages, which found a
continuation in modern French, Only a very few words, such, for
instance, as bee (beak) and roc (rock), have passed into French from
the Celtic language, which lingered on in the country districts
and was still being spoken in the fourth century, in the days of
St. Jerome.
Progress in the material conditions of life had been very slow
since the neolithic age. At the time of the Roman conquest the
mass of the people were still living a very wretched life, dwelling
in huts with no chimneys or windows and impossible to light or
heat, sleeping on heaps of boughs or straw, and having no utensils
but those of wood or rough pottery, The life of the rich scarcely
differed from that of the poor, except in their more abundant food
and richer ornaments and weapons. We have no evidence as to
the condition of womenj we can only imagine their life, shut up
in cramped, cold, or smoky huts, absorbed in the hard, tedious
toil of pounding corn and preparing the men's food, The Gauls
were still in the condition of the peoples called by the Greeks and
Romans 'barbarians'; they could not read and had neither arts,
literature, nor sciences,
The Romans introduced into Gaul the habits of ancient civiliza*
tion accumulated during thousands of years by the peoples of the
eastern Mediterranean subject to the empire of Rome, the material
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